
SELF-PUBLISHING
Day 4; Discussions and considerations



Welcome Back!

■ Have you submitted your files?

■ Are you stuck?

■ What do you want to talk about?



Some Unorganized Thoughts on Self-
Publishing
■ Scams

■ Self-Publishing Stigma

■ Copyright

■ Book Categories & Metadata

■ Talking about your book

■ Self Promotion

■ Marketing

■ File & Account Management

■ A million paths to success



What Happens When You Google 
“Scams”



Help is not a business word



Supporting Your Complaints



Critical Reading

■ Learning to read critically is an important self-publishing skill.

■ Scams prey upon emotions using loaded language. Learn to spot these techniques 
and steer clear of services that use them.

■ As a business owner, you need to know what you’re signing.

■ Successful writers read to sharpen their craft—better writing, better storytelling, 
better understanding of the world.

■ Critical readers don’t get scammed. They make educated decisions by separating 
the wheat from the chaff in every bit of advice/instruction they are given.



Opinions, Advice, and Who You Can 
Trust

■ Everyone has an opinion. Opinions do not make good advice.

■ Read critically. Look at who is giving advice, what they gain from ‘selling’ it to you, how 
they have implemented their own instructions, if they have the experience to teach it.

■ Where else can you find this information/advice? Can you find opposing viewpoints? 
Can you form your own opinion based on the evidence presented?

■ Is the advice behind a paywall/require something from you to gain access?

■ Does the advice require proprietary software/methods that lock you in or can’t be 
found elsewhere?

■ Does the advice make promises?

■ Does the advice put down other companies/methods and use manipulative language?



Realities, Monies, and Successes

■ There is no horde of readers waiting to buy your first book—no matter who publishes that book.

■ Writing for money is a long haul.

■ Define your own success.

■ Mega successes in fiction are never, ever overnight. The media glosses over the sweat equity 
those writers put in before they made the bestseller lists.

■ Self-publishers have a lot to learn. It’s a huge time investment to do well. Set realistic goals 
and prepare to learn, work, and fail.

■ Set self-actualized goals. You can’t control sales, subscribers, or retweets. Keep goals about 
your work—writing goals, deadlines, blogging regularly, or time set aside to work.

■ A lone book is a hard sell. Get this one published and write the next book.



Self-Publishing Stigma

■ Back in ‘the old days’ the only way to self-publish was to invest tens of thousands of dollars, 
order a print run and store thousands of books in your garage.

■ Myths persist: only desperate writers self-publish. They are bad and can’t get their books 
‘really’ published. All self-publishing companies are just scams. Self-publishers don’t make 
real books. eBooks aren’t real books. Self-publishers are just riding the eBook gold-mine-
craze. They aren’t real authors.

■ Some readers are hypercritical of errors in self-published books. Vocally hypercritical. All 
books have errors, but most of them go unnoticed/ignored.

– Some self-published books give all books a bad name. The bar is set high for a 
professional book that’s well written, edited, and designed

■ You might run into these myths abroad.



Copyright
■ Copyright is often misunderstood

■ Ideas cannot be copyrighted. Your unique-to-you execution of an idea, the content itself, is 
what gets copyrighted

– We could each take the same ‘idea’ and write it, we would have many different 
novels

■ If you make it, it’s copyrighted to you

– The files and backups you keep of your work prove its yours

– Poor Man’s copyright is a myth

■ Putting a copyright notice on your work is standard practice

– A formal copyright notice in your book looks professional

– You do not need to register your work with the US Copyright Office to use the notice

■ I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice.



Copyright, Part II
■ Many new authors are scared of copyright infringement/plagiarism pre-publication

– There is always some risk in creating and sharing, however this is a small risk

■ Professional editors and experienced beta readers will understand confidentiality

■ Don’t ask people you don’t trust

■ When you register your work at the US Copyright Office, you put that work on file for protection against future 
infringements

– The amount of damages you can sue for is larger when your work is registered

– You can file at any time and you can file more than one work at a time, but you must file before 
infringements happen

– You must register the “best work” (most current)

■ If you register for copyright before the final edit, you will have to register again after the work is final

■ Most experienced authors do not recommend this practice

– Big publishing companies register the copyright for their authors and consider it bad form for the author to do it 
herself pre-publication

■ See resources guide for books on copyright and understanding yours

■ I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice.



Talking about your book

■ Write a one-sentence summary of your book

– Also called an elevator pitch, as this summary should take no more than 30 
seconds

■ When someone asks you what your book is about, you’ll want to have a clear, 
confident answer ready.

– Practice makes perfect

– Short is good, rambling is bad

– Different people will get different answers based on whether they’re your 
target audience or just a friend showing support



Active Self-Promotion and Marketing

■ Some ways to actively promote your book

– Author Fairs

– Host giveaways

– Share the link to your books on social media

– Share your book news on social media (witty reviews, cover releases, new posts, excerpts or downloads added 
to website)

– Join blog tours where you post for other blogs*, furthering your reach

– Seek out reviews

– Paid Ads*

– Create a book trailer

– Create a podcast or youtube channel or get hosted/interviewed on someone else’s

– Build a newsletter

– Create a contest related to your book with a cool prize

■ *Scam alert. Some paid services aren’t worth the money



Hosting Giveaways

■ Smashwords Coupons

■ Kindle Select/Kindle Unlimited (research for updated info)

■ Goodreads.com (Print Copy)

■ LibraryThing.com (ebook/print)

■ Book on a Gift Card (link to smashwords book with coupon code)

■ USB stick loaded with ebook in all formats

■ Social Media Giveaways (shares/likes become entries)



Passive Promotion

■ Passive Promotion is promotion you set up once (generally online) and it stays up forever

– Author pages at places like Amazon, Goodreads, Librarything, Smashwords

– Excerpts available on Goodreads and your website

– Books are tagged with search terms that will lead readers to your books

– Have more books available means that they will show up together, and readers who like one will 
buy another

– Include samples of next book in each book

– At end of each story, invite reader (politely) to review

– List all your available books inside each book; link if Amazon eBook

– Use social media and be a fun person

– Your profiles online lead back to your books



Branding

■ Author Brand = the kind of stuff you write + the personality and values 
you choose to show publicly + the stuff people recognize you for

■ Deciding/understanding your brand can be complicated at first. If you haven’t written much or don’t understand your genre, you may 
not feel ready to delve into branding.

– If you haven’t written much or don’t understand your genre, you should write a few more books and read a few hundred more 
books until you feel ready to self-publish.***

■ But. Brands can change. The stuff you say on the internet may last forever, but you can change your covers, write about different 
stuff, put your books in different categories, and start focusing on different markets.

■ What do you write? What makes it unique? When someone asks you, what do you tell them?

– You can have different answers for different people.

– Books are never just one thing. What promises does your style make? Can you match them up to make it memorable?

– Swedish culinary mystery, beach reads with bite, suburban fantasy, superhero noir, wizards in space, Nicholas Sparks with 
zombies, self-help for the self-impaired



Unique Appeal

■ Setting: A local author writes mysteries set in her hometown

■ Milieu: Murder! At the library! Murder! In the Kitchen!

■ Unusual premise: Angel sleuth bumbling through mysteries

– What’s unique about your protagonist?

■ Relevance: Characters struggle with today’s pressing topics*

– Use what’s already in your novel

■ Historical Background: It’s a love story… on the Titanic.

– It’s a love story… in King Arthur’s court.

– It’s a love story… on Mars.

■ Voice/humor: Island of the Sequined Love Nun

■ Atmosphere: Fun fast romp or a life-changing journey

■ Cresting the trend: My Arabian Nights retelling has robots!



Branding Examples

■ Stephen King writes a specific type of horror. A Stephen King fan expects a certain type of protagonist, 
story world, and ending. His site is distantly professional and focuses entirely on his releases and public 
appearances.

■ Kristine Kathryn Rusch writes fantasy, science fiction, non-fiction. She has multiple pen names to keep 
them distinct but not secret, each branded differently, all firmly genre. She blogs critically about the 
business of writing (The Business Rusch) and shares writing and publishing news on social media.

■ Rachel Aaron/Bach writes fantasy and science fiction. Her stories are fast-paced and light with 
endearing characters and strong fantasy worlds. When she blogs or writes about writing, her voice is 
informal, accessible, and she freely talks about the mistakes she has made on her writing journey (her 
writing series is called Learn From My Fail).

■ Sally’s Baking Addiction is a cookbook blog with two books. She blogs recipes and technique, obviously, 
but also voraciously uses pinterest—her pins are well-done and she has boards not just for her own 
recipes, but other recipes, special diets, and personal interests.





File & Account Management

■ By the time you create book and eBook files, you’ll have a ton of files

– Organize them now. It will only be harder to navigate them later

■ Back up all your work

– Back up to several places—a flash drive, a dedicated email account, a cloud drive

■ You’ll also have several accounts with different service providers

– Write down account names, log in and password information—store this in a secure location

– Tell your family/next-of-kin where to find this information and what you want done with your 
books should you become unable to manage your own business

– Include your intellectual property assets in your will so that your family can continue to 
exploit your copyright and earn income, if that is your intention

■ Even if you aren’t selling a lot or don’t want sales post-illness/mortem, your family will still need 
power of attorney to close accounts, delist your books, and/or collect royalties
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